Objectives: This study aimed to examine the effects of physical expression activities through storytelling on the physical self-concept and creative physical expression ability of young children and to identify an effective education method of physical expression activities in the education field. Methods: The subjects of this study were 16 four-year-old children and 20 five-year-old children at two kindergartens in J province. The experimental group participated in physical expression activities through storytelling; the comparative group was offered physical expression activities for the same period. Pre-post data were collected for both groups and then analyzed via ANCOVA. Results: First, the experimental group showed a statistically meaningful higher increase in physical self-concept compared with the comparative group. Second, the experimental group showed a statistically meaningful higher increase in creative physical expression ability compared with the comparative group.
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Video Tape Recorder (VTR) 1 . Cronbach s α .77 . Storytelling activity • Show the story of "the trip of a raindrop" using the storytelling material.
연구절차 스토리텔링을 활용한 신체표현활동 선정
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Three raindrops live above the sky in the clouds. These three friends wanted to go down as soon as possible. Raindrop 1: When can we go down to the ground? Raindrop 2: If I go down, I want to do something fun and happy. Raindrop 3: When our bodies get heavier and go down to the ground, are we separated forever? Then, the three raindrops laughed and laughed again. Raindrop 1: Of course not. The sun will shine upon us when we are having fun in the ground. Then, our bodies become vapor and so light, and then we can meet in the sky again. The three friends held hands and their bodies started getting heavier. Raindrops 1, 2, 3: Our bodies become heavy as we hold our hands. Now it seems we are going to fall soon. Oh! − How did the three raindrops fall to the ground? • Think about the contents of the story and interact with the children according to the context of the story. − What will happen to three raindrops? Development Learning movement • Continue storytelling and use one's body to learn movement. − Let's be raindrops. − ○○ told us that raindrops fell on our kindergarten flower field. Shall I move like a raindrop on a flower field? Expressing creatively • Think about the contents of the storytelling story and express the movement of the subject creatively.
− Think about the contents of the story and express various aspects of raindrops. − Raindrops moving slowly to the fountain in front of the kindergarten. − The raindrops on the roads formed a small puddle. Then, a kindergarten school bus passed it. The raindrop splash onto the face of the driver and his shoes.
• Appreciate friends' expressions and talk about it.
Conclusion
Evaluating the activity • Talk about feelings after the physical expression activities through storytelling.
− 
Results
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Notes
This article is based on a part of the first author's master's thesis from Chonnam National University (2016).
